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Abstract. The principle of Mutual Guidance in object detection is to
assign labels of one task according to the prediction on the other task,
and vice versa. Apparently, it is not limited to anchor-based methods,
but applicable for any object detector that performs localization and
classification tasks. Here we introduce the application of Mutual Guid-
ance in anchor-free methods. Experiments conducted on PASCAL VOC
dataset demonstrate the consistent precision improvements brought by
our method on this category of detectors.

1 Summary of Mutual Guidance

In order to realize a content/context-sensitive label assignment and avoid the
task-misalignment problem, we propose the Mutual Guidance mechanism in ob-
ject detection, which can be summarised as follows:

– When assigning labels for the classification task:
• If the prediction of localization is good, the label is assigned as positive

(i.e., “object”) to encourage good predictions on both tasks;
• If the prediction of localization is poor, the label is assigned as negative

(i.e., “background”) to avoid misaligned false positive detection;
– When assigning labels for the localization task:

• If the prediction of classification is good, the label is assigned as positive
(i.e., we optimize this sample) to encourage good predictions on both
tasks;

• If the prediction of classification is poor, the label is assigned as negative
(i.e., we do not optimize this sample) to avoid unnecessary optimizations.

2 Applying Mutual Guidance to FCOS

Fully Convolutional One-Stage Object Detection (FCOS) [1] is one of the most
representative anchor-free methods, which solves object detection in a per-pixel
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Model Matching strategy AP AP50 AP75

FCOS with
ResNet-18 backbone

original strategy 49.2% 73.7% 52.1%
Mutual Guidance 51.1% 74.4% 54.3%

FCOS with
VGG-16 backbone

original strategy 53.9% 78.4% 57.4%
Mutual Guidance 55.9% 79.4% 60.2%

Table 1. Comparison of different label assignment strategies (the original one and Mu-
tual Guidance) for FCOS. Experiments are conducted on the PASCAL VOC dataset.
The best score for each architecture is in bold.

prediction fashion. On each pixel of feature maps, it classifies the category of this
sample point and regresses the four distances to the target bounding box borders.
When assigning training labels in FCOS, firstly the corresponding detection layer
is selected according to the scale of the object to detect, then positive samples
(for both localization and classification tasks) are assigned to all the points inside
the ground truth box. Based on that, [2] proposes to only sample the points in
the central region of the ground truth box.

When applying Mutual Guidance to FCOS, identical to the implementa-
tion in anchor-based methods, two strategies are applied: Localize to Classify
and Classify to Localize. Moreover, the same dynamic thresholding strategy is
applied. Specifically, for Localize to Classify, we firstly note the number of pos-
itive samples assigned by the original strategy (Np), then label the Np highest
IoUregressed points as positive; for Classify to Localize, we amplify each point’s
centerness score according to its classification prediction, and label the Np high-
est amplified centerness score points as positive.

Experiments are performed on the PASCAL VOC dataset. ResNet-18 [3]
and VGG-16 [4] are adopted as backbone networks in our experiments. Unless
specified, all other implementation details are the same as in our paper. Exper-
imental results are listed in Table 1. Same as with anchor-based methods, our
Mutual Guidance strategy significantly boosts the detection precision for FCOS,
especially on the AP75 metric.

We then conduct qualitative analysis on the label assignment difference and
detection result difference between the original FCOS strategy and Mutual Guid-
ance. As shown in Figure 1, the original strategy (red points) assigns positive to
points in the central region of the object box regardless of their content/context,
whereas the Localize to Classify (yellow points) and Classify to Localize (green
points) strategies adaptively assign positive to points with representative seman-
tic information, and assign negative to points on background or nearby objects.
Since the labels assigned by the original FCOS strategy are always the same
for localization and classification tasks, the task-misalignment problem exists in
FCOS as well. Several misaligned false positive detections are observed in Figure
2, however, the proposed Mutual Guidance provides more accurate detection.
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Fig. 1. Visualization of the difference in the label assignment during training phase
(images are resized to 320×320 pixels). The ground truth object in each image is marked
by white dotted-line box. Red, yellow and green points are positive samples assigned
by original FCOS strategy, Localize to Classify and Classify to Localize respectively.
Zoom in to see details.
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Fig. 2. Examples of detection results using the original FCOS label assignment strategy
(odd lines) and our proposed Mutual Guidance one (even lines). The results are given
for all images after applying a Non-Maximum Suppression process with a IoU threshold
of 50%. Zoom in to see details.
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